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Abstract— Faced with the ever-increasing complexity, 

volume and dynamism of online information, recommendation 

systems are among the solutions that anticipate the needs of 

users and offer them items (articles, products, web pages, etc.) 

that they are likely to appreciate. Unlike traditional 

recommendation models, deep learning offers a better 

understanding of user requests, objects features, historical 

interactions between them and can process massive amounts of 

data. In this work, we realize two recommendation systems. 

The first one is based on MLP deep neural network  adapted to 

data already defined by their features. In addition to the use of 

deep learning, we offer a new hybrid recommendation solution 

between the demographic approach and the content-based 

approach in order to eliminate the limits of each and to 

combine their strengths, through a deep neural network 

adapted for massive data. Experimentation with our approach 

has produced good results in terms of accuracy and speed, 

whether through the use of deep learning or the hybridization 

of content-based and demographic filtering, which is a 

particular type of collaborative filtering. The second system is 

based on semantic sentiment analysis through the use of LSTM 

deep neural network for sentiment analysis and topic modeling 

with LDA for semantic analysis. Semantic analysis is used to 

study the meaning of a text, whereas sentiment analysis 

represents its emotional value. The precision of the obtained 

results allows relevant recommendations and the integration of 

the two systems allows multi-faceted exploitation of the data 

and consequently offers a new, complete and promising 

approach for recommendation systems. 

Keywords—recommendation system, deep learning, MLP, 

LSTM, content based filtering, demographic filtering, sentiment 

analysis, semantic analysis, LDA  

I. INTRODUCTION  

 The amount of information available to everyone is 
constantly growing. It is highly heterogeneous and almost 
infinite in certain areas. It then becomes imperative to assist 
the user and to facilitate his access to resources likely to 
interest him and adapted to his needs and therefore help him 
through suggestions. Recommendation systems allow 
targetting and offering information that is relevant to the 
user. These systems consist of filtering information in a 
personalized way in order to automatically offer the user 
recommendations (films, products, etc.) that adapt to their 
profile (preferences, interests). These propositions are made 
on the basis of its interactions with the system based on 
implicit or explicit feedback [1], but also on other criteria, 
such as demographic data such as age, occupation, gender 
and the geographic area. The recommendation systems make 
it possible to retain the user by learning more about their 
needs [2]. Different approaches exist for recommendation 
where the most used are content-based filtering and 
collaborative filtering. The first technique consists in 

recommending to the user products similar to the products 
appreciated in the past, on the other hand the second has the 
principle of recommending one or more items to a given user 
based on the opinions of other users sharing tastes and 
similar preferences. Both approaches have their strengths and 
weaknesses, hence the adoption of hybridization to overcome 
their limits. 

Traditional approaches to recommendation systems have 
limitations such as cold start (new user, new item) and are 
not efficient enough to exploit the value of big data. The 
volume of data is too large to analyze the correlations 
between these data, test all the hypotheses and derive a 
value. Hence the orientation towards the construction of 
models by machine learning. 

Learning by deep neural networks (deeplearning) has 
shown its effectiveness (precision, speed) in solving various 
problems compared to other techniques. It can process a 
large set of diverse and changing data. The more data a 
deeplearning system receives, the more precisely it learns. 
The use of deeplearning in recommendation systems has 
shown that they can improve recommendations quality in 
relevance, novelty and diversity [3]. 

In addition to using a number of item and user-related 
characteristics to produce recommendations, it is possible to 
exploit the content of comments, analyze and understand 
them semantically using deep learning to generate 
recommendations. based on this understanding. 

For this, we present, in this work, two recommendation 
systems. The first recommender system is a hybrid filtering 
system based on learning from features using deep learning 
through a MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron) type deep network, 
and a second recommender system based on content analysis 
by sentiment analysis using an LSTM type deep network and 
semantic analysis more specifically topic modeling using the 
LDA technique. 

The objectives of this work are: (1) To use big data for 
the analysis and the construction of a recommendation model 
based on deeplearning. (2) Resolve the limits of 
recommendation approaches precisely cold start by the 
hybridization of recommendation based on content and 
demographic. (3) Understand user contents (comments, 
reviews,…)  through semantic sentiment analysis using deep 
learning and topic modeling techniques. 

In this work, we present recommendation systems in 
section 2, deep learning in section 3, the works on 
recommendation systems by deep learning in section 4 and 
our contribution in sections 5 and 6 for our first system 
(system 1) and the sections 7 and 8 for system2. We end with 
a conclusion and some perspectives.  
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II. RECOMMENDATION  SYSTEMS 

Recommendation systems are software tools and 
techniques that provide suggested items to a user [7] [8]. An 
item can designate any element that can be offered to a user 
such as a product, a service, media items (movies, music 
etc.) or a collection of item information (web page, portal, 
etc.) [9] . A recommendation system helps users make their 
choice in an area where they have little information to sort 
and evaluate possible alternatives. The importance of such 
systems arises in environments where gigantic amounts of 
online information exceed the research capabilities of a 
human being [6]. They offer users a filtered list of items 
according to their given preferences either explicitly where 
the user evaluates the items or implicitly by the interpretation 
of their actions. These recommendations are usually 
personalized or non-personalized like recommendation of top 
n-best selling books. 

For recommendations that are relevant and tailored to 
user preferences, various approaches are adopted [4] [5] [6], 
the three main ones being: collaborative filtering, content-
based filtering and hybrid filtering. There are also 
demographic recommendation systems (particular case of 
collaborative filtering), knowledge-based SRs and utility-
based recommendation systems [4]. . 

A. Content-based filtering 

Recommends items to the user with similar descriptions 
to items they have previously enjoyed [10] [11]. It consists in 
comparing the items not assessed by the user with his profile 
[1], represented by all the items he has assessed, by 
calculating the similarity between them [12] [13]. The 
recommendation is generated according to the user profile 
and the item profile. The item profile is represented by the 
characteristics expressing its semantic content [5]. 

This type of filtering is (1) Adaptable because it becomes 
more precise by increasing the evaluations. (2) Independent 
from other users. It only depends on the target user's ratings 
and builds their profile and (3) recommends new items even 
before they are rated [11]. But this type of filtering presents 
(1) the Problem of the new user with undefined preferences 
(cold start for users: User Cold Start) [11]. (2) limit of the 
analysis because it is difficult in certain types of items 
(multimedia, etc.). Unlike collaborative filtering which deals 
with all types of items. (3) Overspecialization [11]: Since the 
system can only recommend items similar to the user profile. 
The diversity of recommendations is a quality criterion. The 
user should receive diverse and non-homogeneous relevant 
recommendations. 

B. Collaborative filtering 

Collaborative filtering (CF) [6] [12] predicts the 
usefulness of items for a particular user basing on items 
previously rated by other users [5]. 

Unlike content-based filtering, collaborative filtering  
does not need item descriptions for recommendations and is 
better suited for multimedia items. 

A CF system is made up of three main processes: (1) 
evaluation of recommendations: Users evaluate the items 
that they consult explicitly or implicitly [17], (2) the 
formation of communities for each user by its proximity to 
the evaluations of other users [17], and (3) the 
recommendation: The system predicts user item interest 

based on the evaluations that community members have done 
on this item [17]. 

There are two classes of CF [18], memory-based 
algorithms also called heuristic-based [5] or neighborhood-
based algorithms, and those based on model. 

1) Memory based collaborative filtering : considers all 

the user evaluations available when calculating the 

recommendation. To predict the ratings that a user may give 

to items they have not rated, similarity is calculated by 

grouping the closest neighbors into communities and then 

estimating the user's rating. Similarity is measured between 

users or between items [11] [19] [20]. 

2) Model based collaborative filtering: learns models 

from data. Once the models found, the prediction, for a user, 

is automatically generated from his profile. Typically, 

machine learning and statistical techniques are used [6]. 
There is a particular case of collaborative filtering which 

is the demographic recommendation [17] based on the 
categorization of users according to their demographic 
information (age, occupation, city of origin, etc.) [4]. 
Collaborative filtering has  the strong points (1) 
independence of content, (2) cross-genre niches [6], (3) 
adaptable but has the limits (1) cold start, (2) sparcity (3) 
shilling [6]. 

For more efficiency the two types of filtering (content, 
collaborative) can be hybridized (combined) [4] [21] [22]. 

In addition to classical information retrieval techniques, 
several machine learning techniques are used such as the 
naive Bayes classifier, the nearest K's, and recently deep 
learning. The recommendation becomes a classification task. 
From the description of the items, the system infers a model 
making it possible to classify an unobserved item for each 
user. The classification is in two classes (interesting, not 
interesting) or several classes [11]. 

III. DEAP LEARNING 

The need for big data analysis in all fields and especially 
recommendation systems has led to the use of machine 
learning and especially deep learning (deeplearning) based 
on artificial neural networks. 

These algorithms allow computers to train on sample data 
in order to build a model that can perform the required task 
(prediction, recommendation, etc.) [24]. This learning can be 
supervised, unsupervised and by reinforcement [3] 

The training data are gathered in a “dataset” (dataset) 
organized in a column table. This data can be numerical 
values, words, sentences, etc. To generate the model, the data 
is divided into (1) Learning data used to build the learning 
model, (2) Test data to test the model and correct errors and 
(3) Validation data: can be used to validate the model. 

Neural networks (RNs) is one of the most used 
techniques for machine learning. An artificial neuron is a 
mathematical and computational representation of the 
biological neuron. Each artificial neuron is an elementary 
processor. It receives a varying number of inputs from 
upstream neurons or sensors. Each of its inputs is associated 
with a weight [26] representing the connection force. Each 
neuron has an output activation function that branches out to 
power a varying number of downstream neurons. An RN is 
made up of several layers of neurons. Neurons can be linked 
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by weighted connections with neurons in other layers or with 
those in the same layer [28]. We distinguish between the 
input layer, hidden layers and an output layer [24] [26]. 

Learning is a procedure by which the connections of 
neurons are adjusted by an information source [26]. The goal 
of this procedure is to make the network capable of reacting 
correctly to data which was not present in the learning base 
[29]. The learning process is based on the idea of 
propagating the error made at the output to the inner layers to 
modify the synaptic weights previously initialized with 
random values. For supervised learning, we have a set of 
examples (learning base) made up of pairs (input, desired 
output). During training, we present the examples one by one 
to the network which calculates the corresponding outputs. 
These calculations are done step by step from the entrance to 
the exit (forward propagation) [30]. 

The error between the actual output and the desired 
output is calculated. This error is then propagated back 
through the network by modifying synaptic weights [30]. 
This process is repeated for each example in the learning 
base. If, for all of the examples, the error is less than a 
chosen threshold, then the network has converged. The 
training consists in minimizing the quadratic error committed 
on the set of the examples, by adjustment of the weights by 
decreasing the gradient (ex. Descent of gradient) [30]. 

Deep learning consists of learning several levels of 
representation and abstraction to give meaning to data. 

Deep Learning is based on neural networks and tailored 
to handle large amounts of data by adding layers to the 
network. A deep learning model has the ability to extract 
features from raw data through multiple layers of processing 
of linear and nonlinear transformations and learn about those 
features bit by bit through each layer with minimal human 
intervention [31] . The progress of deep learning has been 
possible in particular thanks to the increase in the power of 
computers and the development of large masses of data (big 
data) [32]. Several deep architectures exist like multilayer 
perceptrons (MLP) [27] [29], convolutional neural network 
(CNN) [33] [34], autoencoder (AE) [38] [39] [69], recurrent 
neural network (RNN) [35] [36] and their two variants Long 
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [24] [35] and Gated Recurrent 
Unit (GRU) [38] [66].  

IV. RELATED WORD 

Deep neural networks have given immense success in 
speech recognition, computer vision and natural language 
processing. However, their exploration on recommender 
systems has been less studied [40]. In this section we present 
three main works based on deep learning. The first model 
[41] is developed to predict the ratings that a user would 
assign to a film based on the tastes of that user and other 
users who have viewed and classified the same film and 
other films. Using a 6-layer deep AE network with a non-
linear activation function (SELU- Linear exponential linear 
units), dropout and iterative re-feeding [41] [42]. One of the 
key ideas of this work is dense re-feeding by re-feeding the 
output into the auto-encoder. 

The second model [40]  is a multilayer perceptron (MLP) 
for learning the item user interaction function, by working on 
implicit data. This model uses the flexibility, complexity and 
non-linearity of the neural network to create a matrix 
factorization recommendation system. 

The three works cited above have provided a solution to 
the problem of subspecialization, but both have drawbacks, 
namely cold start, sparcity and user dependency. 

Most work on recommendation systems by deeplearning 
opt for collaborative filtering. The major disadvantage of this 
approach is the cold start. To overcome the disadvantages of 
each and for more efficiency, we propose, in this work, two 
systems. The first system is a hybridization solution between 
the demographic and content approach. The second system is 
a semantic sentiment analysis solution for relevant  
recommendations. 

V. SYSTEM 1 : HYBRID FILTERING  

To overcome the cold start problem (new user, new 
item), we propose hybridization by injecting the features of 
content filtering with those of the demographic approach 
“Fig. 1.”. The features of the two approaches are the 
attributes of the items description and those of the users. The 
system entry is therefore a series of user then item features. 

 

Fig. 1. Use case diagram of System 1  

For relevant recommendations, we use a deep neural 
network to learn recommendation. Deeplearning allows us to 
generate a model capable of giving relevant predictions. Our 
learning data is a combination of user and item 
characteristics. 

In order to offer relevant recommendation of various 
items to meet user needs and tastes, we have chosen movie 
recommendation as an application example. A movie has as 
attributes a title, a year of production, a genre and a director. 
A user is identified by its gender, age, occupation and zip 
code. 

The user of our system or administrator, in our case, is 
able to perform the following tasks “Fig. 2.” : 

1) Start learning: the learning process is started on the 

sampling data. This step requires data preprocessing (section 

V.C) at the start and it will generate a model at the end. 
 

2) Stop learning: the administrator can end the learning 

process. The system will therefore record the weights learned 

during this process. 

 

3) Recommendation: The administrator begins by 

choosing the possibilities according to which the system 

makes the recommendation: display the list of films to 

recommend for an existing user or for a new user, display the 

list of users for a new film, display the prediction for new 

user and new film, in the following the details of each: 
• display movie list to recommend for an existing user 

who has already evaluated a few items and provided his 

Features 
combination 

Content based  
approach 

Demographic  
approach 

Item 
features 

User 
features 
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information. The user enters his identifier and obtains ratings 
predictions  for the movie he has not seen. A list containing 
ten moviess with large prediction values is recommended. 

• View the list of movies to recommend for a new user 
who has not done reviews in the past. This function requires 
you to enter information about this user, which are: sex, age 
and occupation. The recommendation is a list of ten movies 
with the highest prediction values. 

• View the list of users for a new unrated movie. This 
requires entering the information for the new movie. The 
system displays all the users who may be interested in this 
film in order to recommend it to all these users. 

• display the prediction for new user and new film which 
requires entering the information of the film as well as that of 
the user in order to find the prediction of the evaluation of 
this userutilisateur. 

 

Fig. 2. Use case diagram of System 1  

A.  System 1 architecture  
 Our system consists of two main modules which are 

Learning module and Recommendation module. The first 
one generates a model based on the sampling data and the 
second allows to provide recommendations based on the 
generated model (Deep neural network MLP) "Fig. 3. ”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.  Global System 1 architecture 

B. Pre-processing step :  

Consists of transforming raw data into preprocessed data 

to be injected into the network and consists of:  

 Data collection: We have gathered the attributes 

extracted from different sources in the same set 

containing: sex, age and user occupation, title, year 

of production and genre of the film.    

 Data cleaning: fill in missing values, identify or 

remove outliers, like zip-code because it does not 

have a fixed structure in the whole dataset. 

 Data encoding: allows converting attributes to 

digital format since neural models are based on 

mathematical calculations. 

 Data normalization: Min-Max normalization 

consists of reducing the data range between 0 and 1 

(or -1 to 1 with negative values) because it is easier 

for the network to learn on this scale.   

 

According to our case study, the data preprocessing 

algorithm is as follows: 

 

Algorithm 1 : Pre-processing algorithm  

Input : 

      U: user informations file  

      M: movie informations  file 

      R: ratings (évaluations) file 

Output : 
      M : Nework input matrixMatrice  

Var id_U, id_F, Eval , id_User, id_Film :integer 

L_User: User informations list 

L_Movie : Movie informations list 

L_Attribute: informations list of L_User, L_Movie, Eval  

      D : file containing L_Attribute list 

      A : one codified instance of file D 

      B : one normalized instance of file A 

Begin 

Read_file (U) ; Read_file (F) ; Read_file (R) ; 

for (i=1 to size(R)) do  

id_U :=retrieve user id of instance i 

id_M := retrieve movie id of instance i 

Eval := retrieve rating id of instance i 

          j=1 

while (j <= taille(U)) do  

     if (id_User == id_U) then  

               L_User := all user informations of instance j  

     end if  

        j :=j+1 

  end while  

k=1 

while (k <= taille(M)) do 

    if (id_Movie == id_M) then  

       L_Movie := all informations of instance k;   End if  

       k :=k+1 

       end while 

L_Attribut := L_User+ L_Movie + Eval 

write(D, L_Attribute) 

end for 
Read_file(D) 

for (k=1to size(D)) do 

      A := encoding of D file instance k    

      B:= normalizer (A) 

      for (j=1 to size(L_Attribute)) do M [k][j]:=B[j]; End for  

end for 

return M     
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C. Learning module : 
 Our deep architecture is of MLP type. It is the 

architecture most suited to classification problems with 
characteristics of data already defined as input. Our MLP is 
made up of multiple layers with varying number of neurons 
and functionally grouped and fully connected. It consists of 
an input layer, 12 hidden layers and an output layer "Fig. 4. ” 
. This architecture is obtained after several variations of the 
network parameters (number of hidden layers, the number of 
neurons per layer, the activation function, etc.).  

Fig. 4. Our deep neural network model (MLP) structure 

The neurons in the layers are grouped into sets of 
information as the network learns the hidden characteristics 
of the user and the item before combining them for 
prediction. The input layer is made up of subsets of neurons. 
Each of them represents an attribute of the preprocessed 
dataset. The coding of each attribute is at least in two digits 
which requires more than two neurons. The character m 
represents the number of neurons per layer. The parameter m 
is set as follows: 

 User gender and age group: m = 2, one neuron for 

gender and the other for age.. 

 User occupation: m = 21 neurons for a maximum of 

21 occupations where the neuron corresponding to 

the occupation is activated. 

 Movie title: m = L * 50 L is the maximum number 

of words in the title, 50 is the size of the weight 

vector of each word in the title. 

 Year of the movie: m = 4 one neuron per digit. 

 Genre of movie: m = 18 each neuron refers to a 

genre (Action, Comedy, etc.). 

 Output layer: m = 5 for 5 stars (ratings), each 

neuron takes the probability of belonging of the 

input data to each star. The neuron with the greatest 

probability is the prediction of the network.  

  

D. Learning the model :  
We first choose a dataset, preprocess it and divide it into 

80% for learning, 10% for validation and 10% for testing. 
Learning is done by passing data through the deep neural 
network followed by the error calculation between the results 
found by the network and the expected results. This error is 
minimized on each iteration by applying back propagation.  

E. Save the model: At the end of each iteration, the new 

weights for each parameter matrix are saved in files. 

 

The algorithm of the learning process is given below:  

 

F. Recommendation module: The recommendation is made 

via the learned model. The processing in this module 

goes through several stages that are: 

 Loading the learned model with its weights. 

 Calculation of the prediction which gives an estimate 
of the preference values using the model learned 
with new preprocessed data. These new data are the 
films not seen by the target user. 

 Results sort: recommended items are sorted in 
descending order of their predicted values. 

 Items Recommendation with highest predicted 
values. 

VI. SYSTEM 1: IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS  

Our system is made in two large modules. The movie 
recommendation prediction model learning module. This 
model is an MLP-like deep neural network and an 
exploitation module of this model for recommendation. Our 
system first performs data preprocessing because neural 
networks only accept numeric values as input, preferably 
between 0 and 1. 80% of the data in our dataset is used for 
training the model. deep, 10% for validation and 10% for 
testing. 

After initial network configuration, supervised learning is 
performed on the learning data. The network parameters are 
set after several tests. To make a recommendation we use the 
saved model for new data that it has not practiced. These are 
preprocessed and the results predicted by the model are 
ranked to recommend the best. We use the MovieLens 
dataset from Minnesota University. This dataset is a 
reference of real data for testing collaborative filtering. It  
contains the files users.csv, movies.csv and ratings.csv. It 

Algorithm  2 :Learning algorithm  

input : 

M : Network input matrix. Each row is a couple <x, y>  where 

x=M [1..n-1] is the network input vector and y= M[n] the class 

of this input 

output : 

      W : weight matrix  

Var : 

nb_epoch : integer  

     y‟ : network output 

begin : 

Random initializing of network weights wj   

while (nb_epoch<= 50) do  

    for each <x, y> do   

            enter x to network and calcule the output y‟ 

           for each y‟ faire  

                                calculate error 

      end for  

       

                    update W after errors of each y‟ 

    end while 

return W 
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contains 1000209 ratings for 3900 movies made by 6040 
MovieLens users since the year 2000. The value of a vote is 
between 1 and 5. 

The file containing user information users.csv “Fig. 5.” is 
structured into five columns containing user id, gender, age 
range, occupation and zip code.code.    

 
Fig. 5. A part of users.csv file 

TABLE I.  ATTRIBUTES OF USERS.CSV FILE 

Field Description 

UserID User identifier  

Gender User gender (male, female) 

Age The user's age range 

Occupation User occupation (artist, doctor, …)  

Zip-code Geographic area 

 

movies.csv file “Fig. 6.” is structured in three columns 

(Table II).  

  

 
Fig. 6. A part of movies.csv file 

TABLE II.   ATTRIBUTES OF MOVIES.CSV FILE 

Champs Description 

MovieID Movie identifier  

Title Movie  title and year of release 

Genre Movie genre (action, Drama, …) 

 

Ratings are taken from the ratings.csv file: 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. A part of ratings.csv file 

 

 ratings.csv file is structured in four columns (Table III).   

 

 

TABLE III.  RATINGS.CSV FILE ATTRIBUTES 

Champs Description 

UserID User identifier  

MovieID Movie identifier  

Rating User (UserID ) evaluation for movie  (MovieID) 

Timestamp Date  (in seconds) of evaluation. 

 

The supervised learning is based on Rating field of the 

dataset corresponding to the label or class of a row of 

features in the dataset. 

 

A. Dataset pre-processing 

 
In order to achieve our goal, we started collecting the 

necessary attributes (features) from the three dataset files and 
cleaning them by removing outliers, and saved them in a 
single file. This one is structured in eight columns separated 
by „; ‟, which are : sex, Age, occupation, title, year, gender 
and rating “Fig. 8.”.  

 

 
Fig. 8. A part of the bbtained file (dataset)  

Before entering data in our model we encode it (Table 
IV).  

TABLE IV.  OUR DATASET ATTRIBUTES 

Attribute Codification 

Gender  Female : 0  and male : 1 

Age  The 7 age ranges are encoded between 0 and 6, The 

obtained value is divided by 6to be between 0 and 1. 

Occupation  M = 21 occupations in vector of 0 with 1 in occupancy 

cell 

year  Each digit of the year on 9 positions to have digits 

between 0 and 1. 

Genres  There are 18 genres. Coded in a vector of 0 except the 

boxes representing the genres of the film are at 1 

Rating Vector of size M = 5, the evaluation box is set to 1 the 

others are set to 0 

 

1) Title processing : consists of extracting the year of 

production, deleting special characters, converting to 

lowercase and then encoding. 

2) Extraction of production year : which becomes an 

attribute of the dataset, as well as the elimination of 

translation of movie title in mother language in some titles.  
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(a)  

 
(b) 

 

Fig. 9. Extraction of year, (a) before, (b) after 

3) Removal of special characters: is to remove all 

special characters from itle. These characters can be 

punctuation marks, special characters (bars, slashes, etc.) 

“Fig. 10. ". 

Fig. 10. Removal of special characters, (a) before, (b) after  

4) Converting to lowercase: we apply text normalization 

by converting all words to lowercase.. 

5) Encoding title : Each word in the title is represented 

by a weight vector. The latter is obtained with Glove 

(Global Vectors for Word Representation). It is an 

unsupervised learning algorithm for obtaining vector 

representations of words developed by Stanford
1
. The result 

of Glove is a file containing the word with its weight. It is 

structured in fifty-one columns separated by spaces. The 

first column represents the word and the others represent the 

weights of the word "Fig. 11. ”. 

 
Fig. 11. Output of  GLOVE model 

B. The model evaluation metrics 

For the evaluation of our model we use some metrics that 

are:  

                                                           
1
 http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.6B.zip 

1) Cost function : allows the error calculation between 

the values generated by the network and the actual values 

[78]. In this work, we have chosen the root-mean-square-

error RMSE as in (1). It calculates the root of the mean 

value of all the squared differences between the actual and 

predicted scores.  

     √∑
(           )

 

 
                                     

      is the predicted rating,       is the actual rating and   

is the number of examples. 

 

2) Accuracy : denotes the proportion of correct 

predictions made by the model. Taking into account that the 

use of the scale of ratings of films can be different from one 

user to another. Take the example of two users who evaluate 

an item that they both consider it very good but that on a 

scale of 1 to 5, one gives it the value 5 while the other gives 

it the value 4, even if the two users have the same judgment 

on the item but the second user is strict in the evaluation. 

For this we have defined our own function, described by 

(2) : 

  
   

 
∑ (                     )

 
     ∑  |                     |     

 

 
      

 

Where   is the number of example,   is the prediction of 

the model,    is the real value. 

C. MLP Network settings 

There is no general rule for setting the values of network 

hyper-parameters. In order to have the best performance, it 

is necessary to carry out several trainings with the different 

combinations of values of these parameters. 

 

1) Activation function: The hyperbolic tangent (equation 

3) in hidden layers, is preferable because centered on zero 

and the softmax function in output in order to normalize the 

results in probabilities in the interval [0-1] useful for the 

non-binary classification. 

 

                                               ⁄     
 

where x is the weighted sum 

 

2) The batch size : In our case, we cannot transfer the 

entire dataset to our model at once, because we have 

massive data and the power of our computer does not allow 

us to process it at the same time. For this, we have divided 

our dataset into batch. The size of each batch is 128. 

3) The optimizer : based on the gradient descent which 

consists in changing the model weights in the opposite 

direction to the signs of the partial derivatives by a factor 

called the learning rate [44]. We used Adam optimizer 

because the results show that it works well and better than 

other stochastic optimization methods [45]. 

4) Epoch :  An epoch is when all the samples in the 

dataset are passed through the network once. We trained our 

model on 50 epochs. 

(a) 

 
(b) 
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5) Iteration : Is the number of batches required to 

complete an epoch. In our work and for a batch of size 128 

instances, we need 6252 iterations, the latter is calculated by 

formula (4): 

 
                         

          
                                  

 

6) Learning rate: Is a positive scalar which determines 

the step with which the optimization function updates the 

weights generally between 10
-3

 and 1) [43]. We used the 

value 0.001.  

7) Dropout rate: The dropout makes it possible to solve 

the problem of over-fitting. It consists in deleting a few 

neurons randomly and temporarily during the learning phase 

according to a defined percentage. In our approach we have 

chosen a percentage of 10%. 

 

D. Used technologies  
For the development of our application we used, among 

others, Python for programming, Spyder, Tensorflow and 
Keras for high-level neural networks, Numpy for scientific 
computing and Nltk for natural language processing. 

E. Expérimentations and  results 
We performed several executions by varying the network 

parameters (number of hidden layers, number of neurons per 
layer). Each execution takes several hours. The results are 
shown in the following figures “Fig. 12.”. Blue curves for 
evaluation of learning performance and orange curves for 
validation data. 

 
Fig. 12. Our MLP performance with 5 hidden layers 

Accuracy value reaches 0.58 and does not improve after 

iteration 38 “Fig. 13.”. 

 

 
Fig. 13. Our final MLP performance 

We notice that for the cost function its value decreases 
until stagnation. The accuracy increases for the learning and 
validation data until it stagnates at 0.75 over 50 epochs. The 
performance of the end network is better. 

F. Our application interfaces 

 
The interface “Fig. 14 ", allows launching learning 

process with viewing of loss and accuracy indicators 
evolution.  

 

Fig. 14. Launching learning  

The following interface "Fig. 15.” displays 
recommendations to an existing user.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15. Recommendation interface 

The following interfaces “Fig. 16.” and “Fig. 17.” allows 
viewing the cases of the new user and / or new movie. If it is 
the case of a new movie, the list of users for that movie and 
the list of existing users that this movie might be interested in 
appears. 
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Fig. 16. Recommendation. : New movie case 

If it is the case of a new user, a list of recommended movies 

appears “Fig. 17.”. 

 

 
Fig. 17. Recommendation : New user case 

 If a new user matches a new movie, the system predicts the 

user's rating for that movie “Fig. 18.”. 

 

 
 

Fig. 18. New user and new movie prediction 

 The values of the final parameters were fixed after 
several variation tests. From the results obtained we conclude 
that our recommendation system by deep neural networks 
allows to solve most of the limitations of collaborative and 
content-based approaches which are: new user, new item, 
cold start, sparsity and subspecialization. 

Our approach can be applied for several domains and not 
only for movies. It can be applied for job search or any type 
of items like books, products and so on.  

VII. SYSTEM 2: SEMANTIC SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

Social networks produce massive data where are 
expressed users opinions and sentiments about people and 
companies. Recommendation can be produced by sentiment 
analysis and completed by semantic understanding of these 
sentiments. Our objective is to develop a recommendation 
system by analyzing the sentiment of the expressed opinions 
and then their semantic understanding in order to offer 
recommendations in the form of advices and guidance to 
companies (decision-makers). 

The sentiment analysis is carried out with an LSTM deep 
neural network. The content is then analyzed semantically to 
find and understand the topics discussed in order to offer 
recommendations. 

In the following sections we present sentiment analysis 
and deep learning. Then we present hird section we present 
the semantic analysis and in the fourth the recommender 
systems. The fifth and sixth sections are devoted to the 
development of our system. We end with a conclusion and 
perspectives. 

A. Sentiment analysis 

Sentiment analysis makes it possible to know the polarity 
(positive, negative or neutral) of users contents (comments, 
reviews) [47][48]. It was approached by the lexical approach 
but currently is essentially based on machine learning 
particularly deep learning which consists of training and 
testing a model to classify the text according to its polarity. 
Deep learning is a very effective technique for learning on 
large volumes of data in natural language processing [49]. A 
deep model is built on a multilayer perceptron model where 
the intermediate layers are more numerous and have 
automatic feature extraction capabilities. RNNs have 
repetitive connections to memorize past information. They 
are suitable for sequential data like text. An LSTM can learn 
a past long-term. In [50], for example, the authors performed 
sentiment analysis using SVM, CNN and LSTM where 
LSTM gave the best accuracy. Sentiment analysis is not 
enough to understand content. A semantic analysis is 
therefore necessary. 

B. Semantic analysis 

Semantic analysis allows understanding the meaning of 
users comments and opinions on a product or service. 
Different techniques are used to find the semantics and 
particularly the subject or theme addressed in a text such as  
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [51] and Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation (LDA) [52]. LDA, which is more adapted for 
topic modeling, is a thematic probabilistic model for 
revealing the structure of hidden topics in documents. It is an 
unsupervised learning method. It maps the document to the 
subject list by assigning each word to a subject. The 
allocation is estimated on the basis of a conditional 
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probability. The set of words representing a given topic can 
be found by choosing the highest probability or by setting a 
threshold and selecting words with a probability greater than 
or equal to the threshold. 

C. System 2 architecture 

The idea in system 2 is the understanding of users contents 

through sentiment analysis completed and combined with  

semantic analysis. The purpose is to be able to recommend 

advices and guidance to decision-makers based on this 

understanding. This requires determining the sentiment of a 

content and its topics. 

We propose then a system based on LSTM deep neural 

network for sentiment analysis and on topic modeling using 

LDA for semantic analysis.  

 

Our system has six main functions: 

1. Preprocessing: Data recovery and cleaning of punctuation, 

emails, URLs, etc. 

2. Data embedding: Data encoding and vectorization with a 

tokenizer and Word2vec. 

3. Learning: Training and testing the LSTM using a reviews 

dataset. 

4. Prediction: predict the polarity of new tweets by the 

trained LSTM. 

5. Semantic analysis: Determine topics of these new tweets 

by LDA. 

6. Recommendation: Using the result of the sentiment and 

semantic analysis, offer advice by explaining the situation 

(Percentage positive/negative opinion, number of tweets, 

topics) in comparison with other companies of the same 

category and/or size. 

The “Fig. 19”  shows our System 2 architecture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 19. System 2 architecture 

 

 

 

D. LSTM model 

For sentiment analysis, we build an LSTM by going through 

the following steps: 

1) Data preparation:  

 Use a reviews dataset and clean it as training data. 

 Divide the data into two parts 80% for the train and 

20% for the test. 

 Encode each word with an integer representing it in 

an index (tokenizing).  

Example: ['Machine Learning Knowledge', 

'Machine Intelligence']: [[2,1, 3], [2, 6]] 

 Create a Word2Vec model (embedding) which 

finds for each word a vector of neighboring words. 

           Example: The word good: Nice, awesome, wonderful, 

gorgeous…. 

 Link the result of Word2Vec model with the 

tokenizer encoding. 

 

2) Learning:  

 Passing each vector generated by the tokenizer and 

word2vec in the input layer of the LSTM. 

 At each pass of a word of 100 values, the weight 

matrix of the LSTM network is updated and at the 

end of each sentence (sequence) the training 

accuracy and training loss are calculated. 

 Test the model and saving it if the accuracy and loss 

are acceptable. 

The “Fig. 20” represents the general diagram of our 

LSTM model. 

 

Fig. 20. LSTM model architecture 

E. LDA model 

LDA is a generative probabilistic model. Specifically it is a 

three-level (“Fig. 21”) hierarchical Bayesian model, for a 

collection of discrete data (reviews dataset). 

 

 

Fig. 21. LDA model 

Where : 

  : Probability on per document (review) topic distribution 

 : Probability on per topic word distribution 

Sentiment analysis module 
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  : The topic distribution for document M 

  : The word distribution for topic K. 

   : The topic for the n-th word in document M 

    : The specific word 

 

LDA algorithm: 
1. Assume there are k topics across all of the documents 
2. Distribute these k topics across document m (Dirichlet 

distribution α) by assigning each word a topic. 
3. For each word w in document m, assume its topic is wrong 

but every other word is assigned the correct topic. 
4. Probabilistically assign word w a topic based on: 
- what topics are in document m 
- how many times word w has been assigned a particular  
  topic across all of the documents (distribution β) 
5. Repeat this process a number of times for each document. 

VIII. SYSTEM 2: IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS  

For training, we use a dataset of 3.1 Million Amazon 

reviews divided into two parts (Train = 80% and Test = 

20%) and converted to CSV (Pandas dataframe) format. 

A. Step 1: LSTM learning 

We clean (preprocess) data.csv file, encode it with the 

tokenizer and then vectorize it with Word2Vec. We train 

and test our LSTM model with the following configuration. 

LSTM Settings: 

- The Word2Vec model was created with the following 

parameters: 

• Vector size = 100 words, Number of epochs = 16, 

Minimum count = 50. 

As results we obtained a Word2Vec model which contains: 

• Vocabulary size = 51049 words,  

Total word count = 877343 words. 

• The embedding matrix of size 877343 x 100 (a vector for 

each word). 

• The size of the sequence (phrase) = 80,                    - 

Number of epochs = 8, The batch-size = 64. 

- Number of LSTM hidden layer nodes = 120 nodes. 

- Softmax activation function. 

- Model Inputs: 2 lists (review in vectors of max size 100 

and corresponding sentiment). 

- Model outputs: 3 values (% positive sentence, % negative 

sentence, % neutral sentence). 

“Fig. 22” shows the graph representing the accuracy and 

loss of the train and the validation phases. 

 

 
 

Fig. 22. Accuracy and loss for training and validation 

The LSTM evaluation (test) gave:  

   accuracy: 0.9119, loss: 0.2173 

 

B. Step 2: Using the pre-trained LDA Mallet 

For topic modeling, we use the pre-trained LDA Mallet 

model.  Instead of using simple LDA, we use LDA Mallet 

which allows us to improve the consistency coefficient of 

topics. This is because LDA Mallet is based on the 

optimized Gibbs sampling technique. LDA Mallet allowed 

us to optimize the consistency of topics (topics coherence) 

up to 65% and improve the result to find for example for 

10,000 tweets per day up to 20 topics. 

C. Sentiment analysis results 

The system operation process is as follows: 

• Tweet scrapping (new tweets for a specific brand). 

• Import the trained LSTM model and predict the polarity of 

the cleaned tweets. 

The evolution of the number of tweets according to their 

polarity for 30 days is given in “Fig. 23”: 

 

 

Fig. 23. One month sentiment evolution for a brand 

“Fig. 24” represents a comparative table between the compared company 

(or brand) and the other companies of the same size and/or same category 
based on the polarity percentage. 

 

Fig. 24. 30 days sentiment evolution for a brand compared to other brands 

D. Semantic analysis results 

The semantic analysis is carried out using the pre-trained 

LDA Mallet model which allowed us to find the topics of 

new tweets whether they are positive or negative (“Fig. 25”) 

 

 
Fig. 25. Topic modeling results 
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E. Some recommendations 

Based on the results of the sentiment and the semantic 

analysis, we offer recommendations to the user in the form 

of a summary of the results of the sentiment and semantic 

analysis and in the form of advices and guidance (“Fig. 

26”). 

 

 
Fig. 26. Topic modeling results 

IX. DISCUSSIONS 

This work is a promising line of research for 

recommendation systems. Current work on recommendation 

systems deals with one approach and does not cover all the 

aspects that can be used to recommend. 

Some recommendation systems exploit features related to 

items or users. Others have focused on content analysis by 

sentiment analysis or others (topics modeling as an 

example) but one cannot find operational systems or in 

research works that treat all these facets (features and 

content analyses) at the same time. Hence the interest of this 

work which is only a beginning and requires a finalization 

essentially for the following two points: 

- Integration of the two systems. 

- learning of recommendations after construction of a 

recommendation dataset with the help of experts and on the 

basis of semantic sentiment analysis.  

X. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we developed two complementary 
recommendation systems.  

The first one is a hybrid filtering based recommendation 
system. It‟s a hybridization of content and demographic 
which is a particular case of collaborative filtering. Then we 
made a presentation on neural networks and particularly deep 
learning and their different architectures. 

We built a MLP-type deep learning model where it‟s 
input is a set of content and demographic features. The MLP 
is learned on the basis of the Movielens dataset fragmented 
into two parts: the large part used for training the model, and 
the other for validation. The model is fed by training data 
and its performance is obtained after validation and reaching 
its improvement limit. 

The second one is a semantic sentiment analysis based 
recommendation system.   

For sentiment prediction, we built an LSTM network 
with 3.1 Million Amazon reviews splited into train and test 
data. The best learning result is used for efficient polarity 
prediction (classification). 

For the semantic analysis we opted for the LDA model, 
more precisely LDA Mallet more efficient than simple LDA 
Model. It allows finding tweets topics whether they are 
positive, negative or neutral. 

As perspectives: 

• Add the dialect "Daridja" in our System, since we used 
the self-translation provided by Google encompassing 
several languages except "Daridja". 

• Optimize topic modeling algorithms to improve topic 
consistency. 

• for the recommendation, and with the help of experts, 
create a dataset of advices according to the results of the 
studies (sentiment and semantic analysis), train a model on 
this dataset  for a more effective recommendation. 

Our recommendation system can be integrated into an    
e-commerce site, adapted to other types of items (eg. books) 
and implemented under a big data or datalake platform. 
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